Lincoln, Scedrov and Shankar proved undecidability of intuitionistic second order multiplicative commutative linear logic by embedding LJ 2 into this logic. Emms did the same for intuitionistic second order non-commutative linear logic. Recently, Lafont and Scedrov demonstrated undecidability of classical second order multiplicative commutative linear logic. As for classical second order non-commutative linear logic, its decidability problem remained open.
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Introduction and Summary Linear logic was introduced by Girard [2, 3] as a resource-sensitive renement of classical logic. Non-commutative linear logic is based on a non-commutative product , which brings about two implications: 0 and 0. Lambek introduced the syntactic calculus [9] , a fragment of intuitionistic non-commutative linear logic, aimed at linguistic applications. He dealt with the above two implications, denoting them by n and =, respectively.
In order to improve their expressive power, we can enrich these purely multiplicative systems with additive connectives: 8 and &, getting P SP ACEcompleteness [5] , or with the exponential !, getting undecidability of the modalized Lambek calculus [4] and of the full propositional cyclic linear logic [12] . Invoking second order quantiers allows us to express a number of intricate phenomena in a natural way. For instance, the so-called linguistic polymorphism is easily represented with the help of the second order universal quantier. Indeed, the linguistic idea behind the Lambek calculus was to assign to each English word a type constructed from basic types by means of the connectives n and =. Accordingly, the junctor "and" should have innitely many types of the form (tnt=t). We can incorporate this innity by assigning a single type 8x(xnx=x) to the word "and".
As for commutative linear logic, Lafont and Scedrov [7, 8] demonstrated undecidability of classical second order multiplicative linear logic.
In this paper we prove that the combination: "left and right implications + second order universal quantier" is already of the highest expressive power within the framework of any version of non-commutative linear logic, namely, that any machine computations can be simulated directly in these second order fragments.
In our proof we will take into account that the product-free Lambek calculus and the full classical cyclic linear logic are the opposite (resp., left-most and the right-most) ends on the scale of non-commutative systems.
Our proof is based on the following approach: (a) For a given Turing machine, 1 we encode its computations by sequents in the minimal language that invokes only implications and the second order universal quantier 8.
(b) By induction on computations, we prove correctness of our encoding with respect to the product-free Lambek calculus enriched by 8, and thereby with respect to all non-commutative systems in question. (c) In order to prove faithfulness of our encoding with respect to the above non-commutative systems, it is sucient to consider the right-most end, the full classical second order cyclic linear logic. To extract computability from derivability, we use the phase semantics introduced in [2, 1] , which we adapt to our second order case of classical cyclic linear logic. In this, we follow the pattern originally suggested in [7] . Notice that second order intuitionistic logic LJ 2 is well-known to be undecidable. So, in order to prove the undecidability of a given second order system L, it is sucient to show an embedding of LJ 2 into L. By this method, Lincoln, Scedrov and Shankar [13] proved undecidability of intuitionistic second order multiplicative commutative linear logic, simulating Contraction and Weakening rules by second order formulas 8x(x 0 (x x)) and 8x(x 0 1), respectively. Emms [6] The well-known two-counter machines [14, 10] Each of these instructions is of one of the following six forms:
where L i and L j are labels, and i 1:
where L is a label, c 1 ; c 2 are the current values of our two counters, respectively. We will assume that each of the instructions I k is not redundant: there is a computation of M leading from some conguration of the form (L i ; m; n) to the halting conguration (L 0 ; 0; 0), with instruction I k being performed at one of the steps of this computation.
'Double Negation' within the Lambek Calculus
The original product-free Lambek calculus [9] with its rules: Following this idea, we will partly simulate the non-commutative product within the framework of the product-free Lambek calculus by invoking incomplete double negation. (1)- (6) The Soundness Theorem is proved straightforwardly: Now we point out some peculiarities of our phase semantics.
Lemma 2.14 (a) If X 1 bY eX 2 ? 3 ; then X 1 = X 2 = f"g: In order to prove that " 2 (R , hence, w = ", and Y consists of strings of the form a n , with our machine M being able to go from (L j ; 0; n) to (L 0 ; 0; 0). By applying our instruction I k to (L i ; 0; n), M moves from (L i ; 0; n) to (L j ; 0; n), and thereby is able to reach (L 0 ; 0; 0). Proof. We bring together Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.8.
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Corollary 2.18 For any version L of the second order non-commutative linear logic such that L falls in the range from the second order product-free Lambek calculus to the full classical second order cyclic linear logic, its derivability problem is undecidable. 3 Concluding Remarks
Here we present a direct and natural encoding of Minsky machines in minimal fragments of second order non-commutative linear logic, and prove its correctness and faithfulness with respect to any second order system up to the full classical second order non-commutative linear logic.
Compared with the commutative case [8] , the following is worthy of remark: 9 (a) On the one hand, we exploit non-commutativity to make our encoding as transparent as possible: Any machine conguration is represented by a 'string' of atoms in a straightforward way. (b) On the other hand, we face the problem of getting the 'instruction' we need to the right place within the 'string' being processed, which results in a more complicated machinery, i. e. that of using self-reproductive formulas to encode machine commands.
